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Creative Digital Photography Digital Photography For
Dummies Digital Photography Guide
Yeah, reviewing a books Mastering Camera Shutter Speed
Digital Photography Tips And Tricks For Beginners On How
To Use Fast And Slow Shutter Speed For Creative Effect
could add your close associates listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, deed does not
recommend that you have fabulous points.
Comprehending as competently as contract even more than
further will have the funds for each success. adjacent to, the
pronouncement as without difficulty as insight of this Mastering
Camera Shutter Speed Digital Photography Tips And Tricks For
Beginners On How To Use Fast And Slow Shutter Speed For
Creative Effect can be taken as competently as picked to act.

Advanced Digital Photography Mar 09 2021 A guide to digital
photography that focuses on advanced techniques for creating,
editing, and printing professional quality images.
Digital Photography For Dummies Jul 21 2019 Isn’t that
digital camera so cool? There must be a hundred things it will do
that you haven’t really figured out yet, right? For that matter, just
getting the hang of all the features you DO know about may be
keeping you busy. With your digital camera, you can See
immediately whether you got the shot you wanted Take dozens of
photos to be sure you get what you want, and just delete the ones
you don’t like Edit and enhance your pictures on your computer
E-mail images to friends, post them on the Web, make prints, or
create photo gifts The more you know about your digital camera
and about digital photography, the more you’ll enjoy taking
pictures and the better your pictures will be. Of course, the best
way to see examples of good photographic techniques is in full
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color, and Digital Photography For Dummies, 5th Edition gives
you exactly that — plenty of beautiful, colorful photos that show
you what you can accomplish and start the ideas popping. With a
digital camera, a computer, and some photo-editing software, you
can explore unlimited creative opportunities. You don’t have to be
a computer whiz or a professional photographer, either. Digital
Photography For Dummies, 5th Edition helps you get the hang of
Choosing the right camera, software, and accessories for what
you want to do Editing your images with Adobe Photoshop
Elements 3.0 Using your camera’s settings, composing great
pictures, managing exposure and lighting, and working with
automatic modes Getting your images out of the camera and onto
your computer, organizing them, and sharing them online or in
print Doing cool things with your pictures, like sharpening focus,
covering flaws, adding people from other photos, and jazzing up
your images with special effects Written by Julie Adair King, a
photographer who has penned several other books on the subject,
colorful Digital Photography For Dummies, 5th Edition can help
you take better digital photos, do more with them, and have a lot
more fun with your camera. You’ll get the picture!
Creative Night Apr 22 2022 Take a well-timed shot in the dark
with this invaluable guide to night photography Shooting in low
light and at night is challenging, but it can result in stunning
images, so don't put that digital camera away after the sun goes
down! Start capturing eerie and intriguing photographs at all
levels of light with this information-packed guide from renowned
photographer and author Harold Davis. He provides pages of
field-tested techniques to help you find the proper exposures,
including the best settings for ISO, aperture, and shutter. Don't
miss the intriguing examples of his own work, including
cityscapes, landscapes, and more. Walks readers through the
intricacies of night and low light photography Explores the
fundamental rules of exposure, including creative settings for
ISO, aperture, and shutter speeds Informs and inspires with the
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author's own breathtaking examples of night photography,
including cityscapes, landscapes, exciting night events, and other
photos that illustrate the concepts Capture the visually exciting
world after the sun goes down with this essential guide to night
photography.
Digital Photography Dec 06 2020 Clear, illustrated instructions
for 100 tasks that reveal cool secrets, teach timesaving tricks,
and explain great tips guaranteed to make you more productive
with digital photography. --from publisher description.
Shooting Digital Oct 24 2019 "Be a part of the revolution."
—Leo Laporte, TechTV Shooting Digital is the authoritative guide
to getting the most out of your digital camera. Noted
photographer and best-selling author Mikkel Aaland has drawn on
his 28 years of experience in the field and collected wisdom and
images from more than 30 contributors, many of them
professional photographers who shoot digital every day. The
result is a wealth of pro tips, shooting techniques, and technical
recommendations, accompanied by stunning photographs.
Whether you're a digital photographer honing your skills or a film
photographer making the transition to digital, you'll be inspired
and equipped to get consistently great results. Through
straightforward explanation and illustrative examples you'll learn
how to: Use digital-specific techniques to take great pictures of
people, events, sports, landscapes, buildings, and products Fully
exploit the minimovie capabilities of your digital camera
Recognize and compensate for the dreaded shutter release lag
Use the LCD preview to turn portrait subjects into collaborators
Create stunning panoramas and object movies Work with RAW
data, the holy grail of digital photography Extend the tonal range
of digital cameras Archive your digital images while on the road
And much more...
Shoot Like a Pro! May 31 2020 An introduction to digital
photography explains how to take professional-quality
photographs with a digital camera.
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Creative Lighting Nov 17 2021 How to make digital photography
lighting more creative—andless challenging! How do you master
the art of lighting your photographs? Gobeyond the basics, go
beyond the "rules," and get creative with thehelp of renowned
photographer Harold Davis. In this book, Haroldshows you how to
break the boundaries of conventional wisdom andcreate unique,
lively, and beautifully lit photographs. Packed with tips and tricks
as well as stunning examples of theauthor’s creativity, this book
will both inform and inspireyou to create your own lighting style.
Teaches you when and how to control the light in
yourphotographs Reviews the basic “rules” of digital
photographylighting and shows you how to break the rules to
create your ownuniquely lit images Helps you start building a
lighting style of your own Includes stunning examples of the
author’s photographyand lighting techniques Whether you're a
beginner or a seasoned digital photographer,you'll find ideas and
techniques to spark your creativity.
Creative Night May 23 2022 Take a well-timed shot in the dark
with this invaluable guide to night photography Shooting in low
light and at night is challenging, but it can result in stunning
images, so don't put that digital camera away after the sun goes
down! Start capturing eerie and intriguing photographs at all
levels of light with this information-packed guide from renowned
photographer and author Harold Davis. He provides pages of
field-tested techniques to help you find the proper exposures,
including the best settings for ISO, aperture, and shutter. Don't
miss the intriguing examples of his own work, including
cityscapes, landscapes, and more. Walks readers through the
intricacies of night and low light photography Explores the
fundamental rules of exposure, including creative settings for
ISO, aperture, and shutter speeds Informs and inspires with the
author's own breathtaking examples of night photography,
including cityscapes, landscapes, exciting night events, and other
photos that illustrate the concepts Capture the visually exciting
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world after the sun goes down with this essential guide to night
photography.
Digital Photography Guide Jun 19 2019 Do you want to learn how
to take professional photos? Here are some professional
photography tips that will show you how to make your pictures
look more polished. The era of film cameras has gone down in
history, not because the image quality of a digital camera is
superior (it really is not), but because of the great advantage of
being able to see the image taken on a Liquid Crystal Display
(LCD) screen instantly, download the file to a computer to make
some adjustments and be able to print the photograph in just a
few minutes; not to mention if it is also about sharing that image
on the internet. For easy mastery, this book presents an
understandable, simple but at the same time comprehensive stepby-step guide to getting creative with digital photography based
on a bibliographic review combined with personal experience. We
believe that this basic knowledge of photography, lighting, and
computing is necessary for your daily practice of this specialty.
Digital Photography Jan 07 2021 Completely updated to cover the
latest digital cameras and their functions The field of digital
photography is steadily becoming an increasingly popular and
exciting hobby and profession. These days, just about anyone can
take beautiful photographs after having learned the right
techniques and gaining a solid editing know-how. This latest
edition of the digital photography standard is completely updated
with photos and coverage of the newest cameras and their
features. Packed with inspiring images and helpful tasks, you'll
learn time-saving tips, surprising secrets, and invaluable
instructions for creating stunning images with your digital
camera. Indispensible techniques show you how to create better
digital photos, prints, and photo projects. Shares full-color screen
shots and numbered, step-by-step instructions for creating
gorgeous images with your digital cameras Includes updated
information on the latest image editing software and new
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cameras Provides you with useful and surprising techniques that
can be used to make better digital photos, prints, and photobased projects Features inspiring images and tasks that provide
time-saving tips, cool secrets, and productivity tricks Takes your
knowledge of digital photography beyond the basics Go beyond
the basics with these tips and tricks and take your digital photo
skills to the next level!
Digital Photography For Dummies Mar 21 2022
Photographers! Your guide is here! The demand for high-quality
photographs is higher than ever. Whether you’re building your
influencer rating online, capturing the moments of a child’s life,
or are looking for ways to improve your skills, photography knowhow is a must-have skill. Digital Photography For Dummies helps
you do more than pointing, shooting, and hoping for the best or
slapping a filter on a camera phone shot. This book introduces
you to the camera settings and techniques that separate okay
pictures from frame-worthy portraits. It then explains how to
apply those skills to capturing your own portraits, landscape
shots, and high-action photos. Develop a better eye for image
composition Discover how to light photos better, including using
natural light Learn to get quick results in auto settings or take
full control in manual mode Discover the elements of exposure
and how they influence the final product Find instructions on
taking a formal or casual portrait Apply basic editing techniques
to finalize your image Go beyond photo apps and apply the
techniques pros use for their images.
The Advanced Photography Guide Mar 29 2020 Are you
looking to improve your photography repertoire? Take your
photography skills and technique to the next level with this
inspiring and informative guide. Featuring a comprehensive
range of topics from experimenting with lenses, exposure, and
aperture to useful post-production techniques, the easy-to-follow
step-by-step tutorials show you how to master the functions on
your cameras and develop exciting new techniques. As well as
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refreshing your existing knowledge, you will learn more advanced
skills, such as how to freeze movement, use filters, and create
brilliant images from multiple exposures. Flick through inspiring
ideas for projects, exploring themes ranging from close-ups and
portraits to street scenes, landscapes, and the night sky, while
useful tips and hints help you to think creatively, and tackle
"difficult" subjects. Packed with practical advice and beautiful
images, The Advanced Photography Guide will give you the knowhow and confidence to produce truly stunning images and
develop a distinctive style of your own.
Digital Photography Hacks Oct 16 2021 Presents a collection
of tips on digital photography and digital cameras, covering such
topics as digital camera attachments, nighttime photography,
using a flash, using Adobe Photoshop, and printing photographs.
Digital Photography Exposure For Dummies Dec 26 2019 Proper
exposure techniques and tips in a single practical guide Most of
today's cameras do all the work for the user, yet more and more
photographers are looking to add some agility and aptitude to
their do-it-all cameras. Digital Photography Exposure For
Dummies builds upon skills introduced in Photography For
Dummies to guide you through creating the perfect shot. Using
aperture and shutter speed techniques, as well as knowledge of
ISO sensitivity, lens choice, lighting, and color, you will learn a
variety of methods and scenarios to produce astonishing and
gripping images. Learn how to control the amount of light let into
the lens for each photo Features full-color examples and
comparisons in techniques Breaks down the settings and
adjustments that should be made to achieve different effects
Includes suggested exercises to apply as you become more
comfortable with new techniques The step-by-step instructions in
Digital Photography Exposure For Dummies allow you to get the
picture you want every time!
Essential Photography Aug 14 2021 Instructions for both manual
and digital photography.
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Get the Picture You Want Sep 22 2019 Provides a collection of
tips on digital photography, covering such topics as camera
basics, camera accessories, shooting techniques, improving image
quality, storage and output options, and printing options.
Digital Photography Masterclass Jan 27 2020 Learn to take
photos like a professional with Tom Ang’s masterclass Join Tom
Ang’s masterclass for a one-on-one guide to every aspect of
digital photography. You’ll improve your skills, develop your eye
and learn to take control of your camera. Learn to be a better
photographer; find out how to imagine the results you want
before achieving them. Discover how to master the complexities
of lighting, composition and timing. Enhance your pictures with
image manipulation, then start to specialise in what interests you;
from sport to portrait, following Tom’s tips on taking genre
photos. Tom Ang’s clear tutorials, practical assignments, step-bystep projects and inspirational examples of the photographer’s art
teach you how to make the most of the creative freedom that
digital photography offers. Soon you’ll be picture perfect every
time.
The Digital Photography Book Nov 24 2019 Learn how to take
professional-quality photographs using the same tricks today's
top photographers use (surprisingly, it's easier than you'd think)!
This is it--the latest version of the #1 best-selling digital
photography book ever! It's the award-winning, worldwide smash
hit that has been translated into dozens of different languages,
because it's the one book that really shows you how to take
professional-quality shots using the same tricks today's top pros
use (and surprisingly, it's easier than you'd think). Here's how
Scott describes this book's brilliant premise: "If you and I were
out on a shoot, and you asked me, 'Hey, how do I get this flower
to be in focus, with the background out of focus?, ' I wouldn't
stand there and give you a photography lecture. In real life, I'd
just say, 'Put on a long lens, zoom in tight, set your f-stop at the
lowest number you can, focus on the flower, and fire away.' That's
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what this book is all about: you and I out shooting where I answer
questions, give you advice, and share the secrets I've learned just
like I would with a friend--without all the technical explanations
and techie photo speak." This isn't a book of theory, full of
confusing jargon and detailed concepts. This is a book on which
button to push, which setting to use, and when to use it. With
more than 200 of the most closely guarded photographic "tricks
of the trade," this book gets you shooting dramatically betterlooking, sharper, more colorful, more professional-looking photos
every time. Each page covers a single concept that makes your
photography better. Every time you turn the page, you'll learn
another pro setting, tool, or trick to transform your work from
snapshots into gallery prints. If you're tired of taking shots that
look "okay," and if you're tired of looking in photography
magazines and thinking, "Why don't my shots look like that?" then
this is the book for you. TABLE OF CONTENTS Chapter 1: Pro
Tips for Getting Sharp Photos Chapter 2: The Scoop on Lenses
Chapter 3: Shooting Landscapes Like a Pro Chapter 4: Shooting
Travel Like a Pro Chapter 5: Taking Portraits Like a Pro Chapter
6: Using Your Flash Like a Pro Chapter 7: Shooting Weddings
Like a Pro Chapter 8: Shooting Sports Like a Pro Chapter 9:
Shooting Other Stuff Like a Pro Chapter 10: Pro Tips for Getting
Better Photos Chapter 11: How to Print Like a Pro Chapter 12:
Photo Recipes to Help You Get the Shot
Creative Black and White Feb 20 2022 Learn how breaking
photographic rules can result in stunning black-and-white photos
Black-and-white photography poses unique challenges; without
color to guide the eye, contrast, lighting, and composition take on
even more importance. Renowned photographer Harold Davis
explains these elements and demonstrates the basic rules of black
and white photography as well as when and how to break them.
He breaks through the complexity of this photographic medium,
explores opportunities for black-and-white imagery, and shows
how to capitalize on every one. Richly illustrated with the author's
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own images, this beautiful guide presents the skills needed for
great black-and-white photos while encouraging your confidence
and creativity. Goes beyond basics to teach photographers how to
conquer the challenges posed by black-and-white photography
Appeals to professionals and serious amateurs who are interested
in exploring creative black-and-white imagery Presents
photography fundamentals and shows how black and white
requires some of the rules to be bent Encourages creative
thinking and confidence Lavishly illustrated with Harold Davis's
outstanding monochromatic photos Whether you're a professional
just venturing into black and white or a serious amateur, Creative
Black & White will both educate and inspire you.
Tony Northrup's DSLR Book: How to Create Stunning Digital
Photography Apr 29 2020 The top-rated and top-selling
photography ebook since 2012 and the first ever Gold Honoree of
the Benjamin Franklin Digital Award, gives you five innovations
no other book offers: Free video training. 9+ HOURS of video
training integrated into the book’s content (requires Internet
access). Travel around the world with Tony and Chelsea as they
teach you hands-on. Appendix A lists the videos so you can use
the book like an inexpensive video course.Classroom-style teacher
and peer help. After buying the book, you get access to the
private forums on this site, as well as the private Stunning Digital
Photography Readers group on Facebook where you can ask the
questions and post pictures for feedback from Tony, Chelsea, and
other readers. It’s like being able to raise your hand in class and
ask a question! Instructions are in the introduction.Lifetime
updates. This book is regularly updated with new content
(including additional videos) that existing owners receive for free.
Updates are added based on reader feedback and questions, as
well as changing photography trends and new camera equipment.
This is the last photography book you’ll ever need.Hands-on
practices. Complete the practices at the end of every chapter to
get the real world experience you need.500+ high resolution,
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original pictures. Detailed example pictures taken by the author
in fifteen countries demonstrate both good and bad technique.
Many pictures include links to the full-size image so you can zoom
in to see every pixel. Most photography books use stock
photography, which means the author didn’t even take them. If an
author can’t take his own pictures, how can he teach you? In this
book, Tony Northrup (award-winning author of more than 30 howto books and a professional portrait, wildlife, and landscape
photographer) teaches the art and science of creating stunning
pictures. First, beginner photographers will master:
CompositionExposureShutter speedApertureDepth-of-field
(blurring the background)ISONatural lightFlashTroubleshooting
blurry, dark, and bad picturesPet photographyWildlife
photography (mammals, birds, insects, fish, and more)Sunrises
and sunsetsLandscapesCityscapesFlowersForests, waterfalls, and
riversNight photographyFireworksRaw filesHDRMacro/close-up
photography Advanced photographers can skip forward to learn
the pro’s secrets for: Posing men and women. including corrective
posing (checklists provided)Portraits (candid, casual, formal, and
underwater)Remotely triggering flashesUsing bounce flash and
flash modifiersUsing studio lighting on any budgetBuilding a
temporary or permanent studio at homeShooting your first
weddingHigh speed photographyLocation scouting/finding the
best spots and timesPlanning shoots around the sun and
moonStar trails (via long exposure and image stacking)Light
paintingEliminating noiseFocus stacking for infinite depth-offieldUnderwater photographyGetting close to wildlifeUsing
electronic shutter triggersPhotographing moving
carsPhotographing architecture and real estate
Digital Photography Apr 10 2021 Covers such topics as managing,
printing, and publishing images on the Web; lighting problem
shadows; taking extreme close-ups; correcting the color and
brightness of images; and sharpening the focus.
40 Digital Photography Techniques Nov 05 2020 Aimed at new
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digital camera owners, this book presents techniques for taking
better pictures and getting creative with digital photography.
500 Digital Photography Hints, Tips, and Techniques Dec 18
2021 500 Digital Photography Hints, Tips, and Techniques is the
essential tool for entry-level and improving digital photographers.
An irresistible blend of step-by-step tutorials, quick fixes, and
bullet-point tips, this can be used as a springboard into digital
photography, or as a quick-reference, problem-solving ally.
Concise and user-friendly, the book covers the five essential
aspects of digital photography: digital image capture, scanning
existing images, basic image processing (crop, color, contrast,
etc.), advanced manipulation techniques (such as montage,
changing skies, retouching), and outputting (printing, emailing,
and uploading to websites). Effectively illustrated by screen
grabs, digital photos, and digitized shots, this is the most
efficient, accessible, and easy-to-use how-to manual on the
subject to date.
Digital Photography for the Older and Wiser Oct 04 2020 Helpful,
easy-to-follow guide for new digital photographers over the age of
50 Digital photography is a fun and exciting hobby, but digital
cameras can be overwhelming and daunting to a newcomer. If
you're entering the digital photography world as an older
adult—and wondering about which digital camera will meet your
needs—this straightforward, helpful book is for you. Written in
full colour with lots of screenshots and clear, easy-to-read type,
this friendly guide assumes no previous experience in digital
photography and walks you through the subject of digital
photography from start to finish: selecting which type of digital
camera is right for you, understanding the seemingly endless
jargon, benefiting from valuable photograph tips, and much more.
Provides guidance for purchasing your digital camera and
deciphers the common jargon that is used in the field Walks you
through all the features and functions of a digital camera Reveals
top photography tips Explains how to retouch, enhance, and print
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your photos Demonstrates easy ways to share photos with friends
and family Prepare properly, enjoy the freedom, and maybe even
show the family a thing or two with this fun and practical guide!
Creative Landscapes Sep 15 2021 Capture the beauty of the
world around you with this professional advice Landscape
photography inspires millions of photographers. If you're one of
them, you'll find new insight into landscape photography in this
book by professional photographer Harold Davis, as well as tips,
tricks, and technical advice to help you improve the quality of
your photos. You'll learn to use lighting and composition
creatively, choose and use appropriate equipment, look at your
subject matter in a new way, and even when to break the rules in
order to capture the best image of all. Illustrated with the
author's own spectacular landscape photos. Landscape
photography intrigues and inspires photographers, but there is
more to getting great landscape photos than many photographers
expect Professional photographer Harold Davis teaches tricks and
techniques that will enhance your skills Explains how to approach
the subject creatively, choose and use appropriate equipment,
and refine photographic technique to create spectacular
landscape shots Looks at how lighting, texture, and composition
affect landscape imagery Lavishly illustrated with the author's
own photos Landscapes have long been a popular photographic
subject; this book helps you advance your skills as a landscape
photographer.
Creative Black and White (2nd Edition) May 11 2021
Black-and-white photography poses unique challenges; without
color to guide the eye, contrast, lighting, and composition take on
even more importance. In Creative Black and White, 2nd Edition,
renowned photographer Harold Davis explains these elements
and demonstrates the basic rules of black and white photography,
as well as when and how to break them. He breaks through the
complexity of this photographic medium, explores opportunities
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for black-and-white imagery, and shows how to capitalize on each
and every one of them. This new, revised, and expanded edition
brings the tools up to date with extended sections on
monochrome in Lightroom, Photoshop, and related plugins.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
THE MONOCHROMATIC VISION
Past, Present, and Future
Thinking in Black and White
Contrast
Color Implied
The Tonal Landscape
Visual Implication
Seeing in Black and White
Pre-Visualization Techniques
Black and White Composition
Framing
Patterns and Lines
Shape and Form
High Key
Low Key
Shades of Gray
Finding Monochromatic Subjects
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Black and White at Night
Photographing People
Portraiture in Black and White
BLACK AND WHITE IN THE DIGITAL ERA
Digital Black and White Roadmap
The RAW Advantage
Black and White in Adobe Camera RAW
Black and White in Lightroom
Grayscale Conversion Using Presets
HSL Conversion
Exposure Gradients and Adjustments
Exporting Virtual Copies into Photoshop as Layers
Multiple Layers and Masking in Photoshop
Multi-RAW Processing in Photoshop
Black and White in Photoshop
Blending with Black
Using the Channel Mixer
Black & White Adjustment Layers
Silver Efex Pro
Topaz B&W Effects
OnOne Perfect B&W
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The Digital Analog to the Analog Zone System
Combining Conversions in Photoshop
CREATIVE BLACK AND WHITE OPPORTUNITIES
Lighting and Monochromatic Photos
Creating High-Key Effects
Creating Low-Key Effects
HDR in Black and White
Shooting for HDR
Using HDR Software
Toning and Tinting
Tinting with a Black & White Adjustment Layer
Split Toning
The Ansel Adams Effect
Selective Color
Hand Coloring
Using LAB Color
Inverting the L Channel
Equalizing LAB Channels
Swapping Tonalities
Using Blending Modes
LAB Inversions
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Soft Focus
Adding Soft Focus
Pinhole Effect
Solarization
Using Curves to Solarize an Image
Simulating the Blossfeldt Effect
Duotone and Tritone Effects
Adding and Reducing Noise
Film Effects
Infrared Camera Conversions
Infrared Conversion without an IR Camera
Creating X-Ray Images
MOBILE BLACK AND WHITE
Black and White using a Cell Phone Camera
Working with Snapseed
Toward a Monochromatic Mobile Workflow

Notes and Resources
Glossary
Index
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Creative Portraits Oct 28 2022 Go beyond the basic rules of
photography to capture stunning portraits Portrait photography is
a vital topic for photographers of every level of experience, from
amateur to professional. Written by renowned photographer
Harold Davis, this inspirational book encourages you to define our
own photographic style and capture stunning, creative, and
unique portraits. You'll discover tips and techniques for "breaking
the rules" of basic digital photography so that you can go beyond
the fundamentals such as composition, lighting, and exposure in
order to create memorable and incomparable portraits. Explores
the most common subject of most photographers-people-and
explains when, why, and how to forgo the fundamentals to
capture memorable portraits Encourages you to define your own
unique photographic style and offers information and inspiration
to help you do so Delves into a variety of creative techniques that
you can use when exploring ways to take lively and stunning
portraits Illustrated with Harold Davis's striking portrait
photography, Creative Portraits will both inform and inspire you.
Creative Close-Ups Aug 26 2022 The essential guide for digital
macro photographers everywhere The art of macro photographyphotographing small objects or super close-ups of small sections
of big objects-yields fascinating results, but shooting at this level
brings its own set of challenges. Now you can shoot close-ups
with confidence and creative flair with this information-packed
guide. Renowned photographer Harold Davis provides pages of
field-tested techniques on focus, depth-of-field, exposure-even the
appropriate equipment to use for this unique niche of digital
photography. The book includes stunning and intriguing examples
of his work to illustrate concepts. Walks you through the basics of
macro photography, whether you're capturing an insect, a flower,
a close-up of the texture of a pine cone, or more Shows you how
to overcome the challenges of this type of photography, such as
using the appropriate equipment and how to handle focus, depth
of field, and exposure Takes you beyond the fundamentals to help
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you develop your own creative style Informs and inspires you with
the author's own stunning examples of macro photography Join
the vast and beautiful world of small photography with this
essential guide.
Digital Photography Sep 27 2022 Photographs and step-by-step
lessons help readers learn the techniques of digital photography.
100 Ways to Make Good Photos Great Jun 12 2021 A practical,
accessible guide to turning your good photographs into great
ones whether you are shooting on the latest digital SLR or a
camera phone! Discover 100 simple and fun ways to improve your
photographs both in-camera and through post-processing image
manipulation. Every key photographic genre is covered, from
perfect portraits and the great outdoors, to travel photos and
shooting at night. Filled with inspirational examples of great
photographs compared against the more average images, with
easy to follow techniques for how you can achieve the same
results. Whether you are an aspirational amateur wanting to
make your photographs even better, or an enthusiastic beginner
who just wants to produce more satisfying results, 100 Ways to
Make Good Photographs Great will provide you with useful
professional tips and techniques to take your photography to the
next level.
The BetterPhoto Guide to Creative Digital Photography Aug 22
2019 Master composition and design to take your photos from
okay to wow You already own the most important photography
tool—your creative eye. With this book, you’ll learn how classic
design and composition principles can be applied to a wide range
of photographic situations to create images with impact. Jim
Miotke and Kerry Drager, both veteran photographers and
experienced instructors, share time-tested design guidelines,
composition techniques, even tips on when to break the rules,
that will transform the way you make photographs.
Creative Composition Jan 19 2022 Take your best shots with this
invaluable guide to composition for DSLR cameras Sometimes
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you get the best results by breaking the rules, but first you have
to know what the rules are! In this indispensable photography
guide, renowned photographer Harold Davis first walks you
through the recommended guidelines for composing great shots
with your DSLR camera-and then shows you how to break free,
build your own unique style, and compose beautiful images with
confidence. Provides practical composition basics as well as the
artistic tips and tricks eagerly sought by digital SLR camera
lovers, who are growing in number as DSLR camera sales
continue to grow Explores the fundamental rules of compositionthen how to break those rules to take captivating and unique
images Informs and inspires you with the author's own gorgeous
examples of landscapes, portraits, close-ups, and other photos
that illustrate his concepts Helps you jump-start your creativity by
showing you new ways to see Go beyond the basics and create a
photography style that's all your own with this must-have guide.
Michael Freeman's Top Digital Photography Tips Jun 24
2022 For the very first time, renowned international
photographer and bestselling author Michael Freeman reveals all
the insider secrets that professionals keep for themselves alone.
Everyone from enthusiastic amateurs to seasoned experts will
learn plenty of the tried-and-true, field-tested techniques
Freeman has discovered through years of experience. He helps
you think and shoot like an expert, providing advice on everything
from shooting in poor weather conditions to simulating complex
lighting setups, from enhancing depth of field to fixing damaged
files and organizing your photos effectively. His easily digestible
nuggets of information explain how to make the most of your
digital camera…even if you have limited resources. And that’s
important, because to get a great photo, you must fully exploit
your camera’s capabilities—and this guide shows you how.
The Digital Photography Book Jul 13 2021
Learn how to take professional-quality photographs using
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the same tricks today’s top photographers use
(surprisingly, it’s easier than you’d think)!
This is a completely, totally updated version of the #1 best-selling
digital photography book of all time! It’s the award winning,
worldwide smash hit, written by Scott Kelby, that’s been
translated into dozens of different languages.
Here’s how Scott describes this book’s brilliant premise: “If you
and I were out on a shoot, and you asked me, ‘Hey, how do I get
this flower to be in focus, with the background out of focus?,’ I
wouldn’t stand there and give you a photography lecture. In real
life, I’d just say, ‘Put on your zoom lens, set your f-stop to f/2.8,
focus on the flower, and fire away.’ That’s what this book is all
about: you and I out shooting where I answer questions, give you
advice, and share the secrets I’ve learned just like I would with a
friend—without all the technical explanations and techie photo
speak.”
This isn’t a book of theory—full of confusing jargon and detailed
concepts. This is a book on which button to push, which setting to
use, and when to use it. With over 200 of the most closely
guarded photographic “tricks of the trade,” this book gets you
shooting dramatically better-looking, sharper, more colorful,
more professional-looking photos every time.
Each page covers a single concept that makes your photography
better. Every time you turn the page, you’ll learn another pro
setting, tool, or trick to transform your work from snapshots into
gallery prints. If you’re tired of taking shots that look “okay,” and
if you’re tired of looking in photography magazines and thinking,
“Why don’t my shots look like that?” then this is the book for you.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: Pro Tips for Getting Sharp Photos
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Chapter 2: The Scoop on Lenses
Chapter 3: Shooting Landscapes Like a Pro
Chapter 4: Shooting Travel Like a Pro
Chapter 5: Making Portraits Like a Pro
Chapter 6: Making Portraits with Flash Like a Pro
Chapter 7: Shooting Weddings Like a Pro
Chapter 8: Shooting Sports Like a Pro
Chapter 9: Shooting Other Stuff Like a Pro
Chapter 10: Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos
Chapter 11: How to Print Like a Pro
Chapter 12: Photo Recipes to Help You Get the Shot
Digital Photography Visual Quick Tips Sep 03 2020 Would you
like a quick, visual way to learn how to take better digital photos,
edit and enhance them, make eye-popping prints, and create
photo albums, slideshows, and online galleries? Then Visual Quick
Tips are for you. Visual Quick Tips will increase your productivity
by providing you with shortcuts, tricks, and tips to help you work
smarter and faster. * Straight-forward task descriptions *
Succinct explanations * Full-color screen shots * Numbered steps
Learn How To: * Choose the best lighting conditions * Control
focus and depth of field * Create photo greeting cards and
calendars.
Digital Photography Masterclass Aug 02 2020 Learn to take
photos like a professional with Tom Ang's masterclass In Digital
Photography Masterclass, 2nd Edition, Tom Ang provides a oneon-one guide to every aspect of digital photography. Improve your
skills, develop your eye and take control of your camera. Learn to
take better pictures and be a better photographer by finding out
how to imagine the results you want before achieving them. Fully
updated to include all the latest equipment and software, discover
how to master the complexities of lighting, composition and
timing. Enhance your pictures with image manipulation and
expanded lessons on post-production. Then start to specialise in
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whatever interests you, from sport to portrait, following Tom's
tips on taking photos in a variety of genres. With Tom Ang's clear
tutorials, practical assignments, step-by-step projects and
inspirational examples in Digital Photography Masterclass, 2nd
Edition you'll soon be picture perfect every time.
Ultimate Field Guide to Photography Feb 26 2020 Offers detailed
instruction in photographic skills, including selecting a digital
camera, using point-and-shoot and other film cameras, making
better prints, scanning and archiving, digital editing, and
conceiving projects.
IPad and IPhone Digital Photography Tips and Tricks Jul 25
2022 Teaches tips and tricks for using the iPad and iPhone to
take, edit, and share photos, covering topics ranging from
framing, perspective, and lighting to creating digital slideshows,
backing up images, and finding low-cost tools.
The Digital Photography Companion Feb 08 2021 A guide to
digital photography provides information on digital camera
features and controls, taking successful photographs, choosing a
photo management software, and printing and sharing
photographs.
Jeff Wignall's Digital Photography Crash Course Jul 01 2020
Presents technical and creative advice in short, easy-tounderstand tips on all things photographic, from composition to
lighting, from mastering camera controls to finding inspiration in
the moment. Technical specs are provided for digital cameras but
tips can be used by all photographers.
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